
	  

"The little Aussie company with Spirit” 

The Spirit Maker 

The worlds most advanced spirit maker 

With its easy to use operation, amazing features, and rock-solid reliability, 
the Spirit Maker is the foundation of Pure Distilling. Even as our 
competitors try to catch up, the technologies and features built into this 
design keep it years ahead.  

We are so confident in our design that we offer a full 5 year warranty and 
100% money back satisfaction guarantee. 

Effortless Operation 

From the moment you remove the Spirit Maker from the box, you will 
realise how easy everything is. That’s because we have done all the 
complicated stuff for you.  All units are fully assembled in our factory, then 
robotically tested to ensure you get the quality and yield you are expecting 
first time, every time. 

The Spirit Maker uses advanced LM technology (liquid management), which offers automatic 
temperature control.  Set the water flow once, and simply listen for included Distilling Thermometer to 
beep twice to finish the process.  Stills using older VM technology require constant water adjustment 
and monitoring of thermometers, or elaborate and expensive extra equipment if you don’t want to sit 
and watch them for hours on end every time you use it. Get it wrong and quality suffers, possibly 
even losing your entire batch. 

Elegant Design 

The reason the Spirit maker looks less complicated than other stills?  It IS less complicated!  All the 
fancy technical stuff has gone into the internal design, rather than wires and tubes everywhere, 
allowing this still to have BETTER performance than competitors, while actually being easier to 
use.  It’s a case of good old Aussie ingenuity and hand crafting rather than mass-produced products. 

93% alcohol and up to 4.7L per wash in under 4hr 

Australian Owned and Manufactured 

All our condensers are 100% Australian made, and our company is 100% Australian owned.  

You must not attach a boiler larger than 5L, as you legally need a capacity of less than 5L in 
Australia. You must obtain a license before buying this system for alcohol use. NZ residents may 
legally use this still for alcohol. 

 


